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Bias is beautiful. 
In an earlier paper [ 1 ] the author drew attention to some unnoticed 
symmetries in the special theory of relativity revealed through a quantity 
called bias’ B, 
B = J(c - v)/(c + v), (1) 
where c is the velocity of light and U, the velocity of a “particle.” Here we 
point out another symmetry which we shall call towards and away (TA) 
symmetry which follows naturally from the theory. 
Considering only one-dimensional space, let 0 be an observer and ,ol’ and 
.S two events separated in space and time, respectively, by x and t in the 
frame of reference in which 0 is at rest. If we assume that the positive 
direction of the x axis is towards the right and the two events are to the right 
of 0, then (t + (x/c)) can be interpreted as the time interval, as observed by 
0 between the signals sent by the events ~4 and 9. If 0’ is an observer 
moving with a velocity v with respect to 0, the time interval between the 
signals reaching 0’ is (t + (x/c))(c/(c + u)) in the frame in which 0 is at rest 
since (c + v) is the exterior relative velocity (see Appendix) between 0’ and 
the light signal as observed by 0. The time interval between the signals in 
the frame in which 0’ is at rest is (t’ + (xl/c)) assuming that the velocity of 
light in the rest frame of 0’ is the same as in the rest frame of 0. 
For reasons which will be immediately apparent we shall write2 
t’+$=k /(1+%)/(1 +;j 1. (2) 
’ Herman Bondi has called this the k factor and developed a k calculus around it. 
2The right-hand side of (2) can also be derived as follows: A signal starting from .d at time 
I later than the signal at .d is equivalent to a signal starting from a point at a distance x + ct 
from .d at the same time as the signal at .d. The time interval between these two signals 
reaching the moving observer 0’ is (x + CI)/(C + ~2) as observed by 0. 
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As observed by 0’, 0 is moving away with a velocity - 
using a similar argument we have 
Consistency of (2) and (3) implies that 
kZ = 1 - (v’/c’) 
and 
If the events were to the left of 0, then we have 
t’ = t’ - (xl/c) 
and using similar arguments we get 
t’ =B-‘t -. 
Z’ and consequently 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
If the observer is between the two events, he can be treated as a linear 
combination of an observer to the left and another observer to the right. 
Thus these arguments can be easily applied. 
Writing the formula in terms of x and t we get the usual Lorentz transfor- 
mation. It is to be noted that both t, and t- are times and we are 
considering transformations on such recorded times. Since in special 
relativity recorded times involve temporal and spatial separation of events, 
space-time unity is embedded in this approach. It is to be noted that t and x 
can take positive and negative values and the suffixes + and - to t denote 
the algebraic addition and subtraction of x/c. 
What this transformation states is that an observer moving towards the 
events records the time interval between the signals with a factor B with 
respect to the time interval as recorded by a stationary observer. Similarly an 
observer moving away from the events records the interval with a factor l/B. 
We call this the principle of towards and away reciprocity. One of the 
beauties of the Lorentz transformation is that it depends only on the velocity 
and the space and time separations of the events and not on the location of 
the observer. The beauty of bias is that it is sensitive to the location of the 
events with respect to the observer (whether the events are to the right or left 
of the observer) and to the fact whether the moving observer is moving 
towards or away from the events and not on the values of time and space 
intervals separating the events. 
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If we interpret the recorded time CL as the time interval between the two 
events representing the signals reaching 0’, then the spatial separation of 
these two events is zero in the rest frame of 0’. The time separation in the 
frame in which 0’ is moving with velocity ZJ is 
This is similar to the increase in the apparent “lifetime” of a moving particle 
as observed by a stationary one in elementary particle physics, where, by 
lifetime we mean the interval between the two events; the “birth” and the 
“death” of a particle. Here we consider the time interval between the two 
light signals reaching 0’ as observed by 0, i.e., t, { l/(1 + (v/c))}. 
Following the notation of the previous paper, if we call observer 0 particle 
1, 0’ particle 2, and treat x as the distance traversed by a particle 3 in time t 
(with the assumption x/t < c), then we can write 
2 v= v,, x/t=v:, x’/t’ = v; . 
If 
We note that 
Bj= &c- uj)/(c + ZI;), 
Bj= l/Bf and vi = -vi. 
B;B;B:= 1, 
a symmetry emphasised in a previous contribution of the author [ 11. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
The principle of relativity is introduced in our argument through the 
assumption that the velocity of light is the same in the rest frames of 0 and 
0’. If we assume that the velocity of light relative to 0’ is (c + v) as in the 
classical case we would write 
t’+(x’/(u+c>)= (c (t+g/(i,+e). (12) 
Then there is no necessity to introduce the factor k for consistency. This 
leads, as it should, to the classical transformation 
x’ =x - vt, I’ = t. 
It should be noted that the factor (c + v) occurring on the right side of (12) 
is the exterior relative velocity and is valid even in the relativistic case. 
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The question may be asked, “What happens if we have material signals 
with velocity V < c in the rest system of 0 ?” In Eq. (2) on the left-hand side 
we replace c by V’ (the velocity of the signal in the rest system of 0’) and 
on the right-hand side by V. Factor k is still the same, and for consistency 
with (3) it can be verified that V and V’ are connected through z! by the 
relativistic transformation formula. 
Alternatively if we put in (5) and (7) x’ = V’t’ and x = Vt we get the 
velocity transformation formula with perfect symmetry between the observer 
and the observed. 
APPENDIX 
For the sake of completeness we recall the definition and interpretation of 
“exterior relative velocity” introduced by the author recently 121. In the 
particle nomenclature vi ando: are the relative velocities of particlesj and k 
with respect to particle i, then 
v{(i) = 0:: - u” 
is the exterior relative velocity of j with respect to k as observed by the 
particle i. The Newtonian difference is valid since the observer is still the 
same, particle i. However, setting c = 1 without loss of generality, 
ujk = (u{ - I$)/( 1 - u+;,. 
Similarly, 
u;(k) = u$ - U; = u$ + 0”. 
Writing for convenience 
u;(k) = V,, vj=V and v:=v 
we have 
v, = ((1 - u2)/(1 - UV)) v. 
In the spirit of a previous paper of the author [2], if we write 
VE = WE and v = l/t, 
we arrive at 
1, = diz 1, I, = (t - lu)/qci? 
This enables us to interpret V, as the rate of change of length or distance 
between two particles, where length or distance is the spatial separation 
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between the two particles at the same time as observed by an external 
particle, i.e., the system in which it is at rest. Then 1, is the change in the 
length observed after a time interval t,. The conventional relative velocity V 
or Vi is the rate of change of length or distance between j and i as observed 
by particle i, i.e., in the system in which the infernal observer i is at rest. 
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